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Ratnakara Villa

Get In Touch

Choose from a 1000+ venues vetted by
our community of over 750 retreat leaders.
© RETREATSANDVENUES |
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ABOUT US

ABOUT US

Discover Your Perfect

RETREATS
& VENUES

			 Retreat Venues

Choose from
a 1000+ venues
vetted by
our community
of over 750
retreat leaders.
FIND A VENUE

W

e help retreat leaders find their perfect venue for free. Browse our
website or book a discovery call today for a more personalized
touch. We will start by learning more about your retreat vision on
a discovery call (15 to 30 minutes).
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Then our retreat venue experts will curate a custom list of venues that match
your retreat vision. We then work 1 on 1 with you to help you book or hold
your perfect venue.

© RETREATSANDVENUES |
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SRI LANKA

MANDALAY LAKE VILLA

Mandalay Lake Villa
6 PEOPLE

KCT

3 ROOMS

VILLA

AHANGAMA,SRI LANKA

LEARN MORE

A private lakeside villa. Conveniently located
between Galle Town and Mirissa. The Koggala

Discover Your
Next Retreat Venue

SRI LANKA

stilt fishermen, Koggala Sea plane wharf and
Koggala surf beach are only a 5 minute ride.
But the tranquility are all within the walls of
this Bawa inspired luxury homestead. Fully
staffed.

Discover leading retreats,
stunning venues and
welcoming hosts
around the world
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RATNAKARA VILLA

RATNAKARA VILLA

Ratnakara Villa
SOUTHERN PROVINCE,
SRI LANKA
CMB

7 ROOMS

ACTIVITIES
16 PEOPLE

RETREAT CENTER

LEARN MORE

•

Beach

•

Meditation

•

Sailing

•

Surfing

•

Exploration

•

Paddle

•

Scuba

•

Swimming

•

History

Diving

•

Yoga

Boarding

Ratnakara is an exclusive Villa and Retreat Center on Sri Lanka’s
most Southerly tip near Dondra Head Lighthouse. Set on a hill in a

Ratnakara is a property that is definitely “off the beaten track” of

small cove surrounded by jungle and overlooking the Indian Ocean

mainstream tourism yet close enough to be able to enjoy the main

and supported by a talented local team, Ratnakara offers a warm

local attractions. Find your inner peace in our large open spaces, or

welcome to both new and returning visitors.

get together with old or new friends in a fantastic social setting....
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GOOD VIBES VILLAS

GOOD VIBES VILLAS

Good Vibes Villas
SOUTHERN PROVINCE,
SRI LANKA
CMB

10 ROOMS

ACTIVITIES
30 PEOPLE

VILLA

This delightful, fully-staffed guesthouse with its 6 spacious suites and
2 stunning garden villas, is hidden away in a five acre coconut grove,

LEARN MORE

•

Beach

•

Exploration

•

Swimming

•

Biking

•

Photography

•

Walking Tour

•

Cooking Class

•

Running/Jogging

•

Yoga

•

Petanque

•

Scuba Diving

•

Ping pong & Darts

•

Surfing

only 15 minutes from the beaches of Sri Lanka’s southwest coast.

the paddy fields. Discover a diversity of healthy and freshly prepared food from the

The infinity pool, overlooking the trees offers a breathtaking view on

region while enjoying the tranquillity of the place.
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TALARAMBA REEF

TALARAMBA REEF

Talaramba Reef
SOUTHERN PROVINCE,
SRI LANKA

ACTIVITIES

8 ROOMS

16 PEOPLE

VILLA

CMB

Two and a half acres of lush tropical gardens, the steady sea
breeze, and the hypnotic sound of the Indian Ocean rolling
onto

the

reef,

make

this

a

very

special

place

to

LEARN MORE

•

Beach

•

Meditation

•

Swimming

•

Exploration

•

Scuba Diving

•

Yoga

•

Hiking

•

Sailing

•

Surfing

•

History

•

Running/

•

Tea Plantation

Jogging

unwind.

Combining the best of contemporary Sri Lankan design, with traditional

four large en-suite double bedrooms, its own swimming pool, and

materials and craftsmanship, Villa Sulanga and Villa Vatura each has

staff to attend your every need.
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PLANTATION VILLA

PLANTATION VILLA

Plantation Villa
KALUTARA, SRI LANKA

CMB

18 ROOMS

ACTIVITIES
36 PEOPLE

RETREAT CENTER

Plantation Villa is an Ayurvedic and Yoga Retreat Centre providing
guests with Ayurvedic (ancient Asian medicine and natural art of
healing) treatments for current ailments, preventive care, weight
loss, and general rejuvenation, etc. The hotel occupies a 30-acre land
including a working rubber plantation, a natural spring well, a natural

14 | © RETREATSANDVENUES

LEARN MORE

•

Hiking

•

Cooking Lessons

•

Swimming

•

Wildlife Viewing

•

Yoga

•

Rainforest

•

Meditation

Experience
•

Cultural
Experiences

Cascades

waterfall and an organic fruit, vegetable and herb garden. The
hotel itself includes 18 rooms with many sit-out areas to enjoy the
magnificent garden and plantation.

© RETREATSANDVENUES |
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RUKGALA RETREAT

RUKGALA RETREAT

Rukgala Retreat
CENTRAL PROVINCE,
SRI LANKA
CMB

8 ROOMS

ACTIVITIES
20 PEOPLE

RETREAT CENTER

Rukgala offers a beautiful lakeside retreat space in the hills near Kandy

LEARN MORE

•

Hiking

Rafting

•

Paddle Boarding

•

Waterfalls

•

Kayaking /

•

Day Tours

•

Cultural
Experiences

•

Historic Sites

Whitewater

in central Sri Lanka. From a restored old house, the space is purpose-

Menus have been designed especially with groups in mind. Beyond

built for group retreats with flexible rooming, plenty of communal

yoga, it is perfectly placed for hiking, tea-estate visits, and Cultural

space, and a stunning teak Shala in the trees overlooking the lake.

trips.
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TALALLA RETREAT

TALALLA RETREAT

Talalla Retreat
SOUTHERN PROVINCE,
SRI LANKA

200 PEOPLE

CMB

RETREAT CENTER

Talalla Retreat is a beachfront boutique resort on a pristine, white

ACTIVITIES
•

•

LEARN MORE

Bush and Beach

•

Wellness Activities

•

Shopping

Walks

•

Cooking Lessons

•

Surfing

Yoga

sandy beach in South Sri Lanka offering daily yoga and surf classes.
With the newly opened Southern Express way, Talalla Retreat is a

We welcome all guests, and particularly focus on yoga and surfing.

hidden treasure just 3 hours drive from Colombo, Sri Lanka.

18 | © RETREATSANDVENUES
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VILLA MY WAY

HORATHAPOLA ESTATE

Villa My Way
14 PEOPLE

CMB

Horathapola Estate
8 ROOMS

VILLA

SOUTHERN PROVINCE, SRI LANKA

LEARN MORE

18 PEOPLE

BIA

7 ROOMS
HERITAGE
HOME AND
ECO VILLAGE

WADUMUNNEGEDARA,SRI LANKA
LEARN MORE

Villa My Way is quiet retreat located 1.5

Horathapola is within an hour’s drive from the

kilometers from the beach. Complementary

airport. Rid your jetlag by spending a couple

breakfast and dinner are included in the price.

of lazy days being spoiled by our staff, and let

We have yoga classes and a swimming pool.

the love affair with Sri Lankan cuisine begin!

Excellent surf and diving beaches are located

Alternatively, a stay at the end of your trip is a

close by. A tea plantation is a short bike ride

great way to catch your breath from a hectic

away.

itinerary around the island. Take the time to
unwind and soak up the essence of island living.
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RETREAT VENUES

RETREAT VENUES

Serenity Lake Front Villa
15 PEOPLE

Sangria Sun
12 PEOPLE

5 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

CMB

4 ROOMS

CMB

A charming getaway in the suburbs of Colombo

“Our

set amidst lush tropical foliage on the shore of

is close enough to the center of Colombo

the famed Bolgoda Lake, the largest fresh water

to reduce your travel time, yet far enough

lake in Sri Lanka. Panoramic view from verandah.

to enjoy a change of scenery and pace.

Private swimming pool. Bird watching, lake

This spacious four-bedroom villa features an

and sea fishing. 7 kms from waters-meet. Five

outdoor pool and a gorgeous sit-out by the

minutes from the only Yacht Club in Sri Lanka.

ocean. The vast garden has ample space for kids

Great place for meditation. Our villa is given to

to run around, an impromptu cricket match or a

one party / group only to ensure privacy and

RETREAT CENTER

beachfront

LEARN MORE

bungalow

in

Wadduwa

VILLA

celebratory event.”

tranquility.
GREATER COLOMBO,SRI LANKA

Kaya Wellness Resort

W15
CMB

60 PEOPLE

24 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

An

exclusive

WESTERN PROVINCE,SRI LANKA

CMB
collection

of

24

30 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

bedrooms

Kaya wellness is a luxury wellness resort and a

furnished to a high standard of interior design.

holistic retreat cocooned between the Indian

With Colombo city at your doorstep, Alexandra

ocean and a lush tropical lagoon located just 15

Villas is nestled between the Galle Road and

minutes from the Bandaranaike International

Marine Drive, overlooking the Indian Ocean.

Ariport, Srilanka. The resort offers luxurious

In 2015, our owners created the blueprint for

accommodation,sumptuous

contemporary living in the heart of Colombo

wellness village where guests can experience

city. AV15 is a 24 bedroom Hotel combining a

peace and tranquility with the genuine care

functional living space with a modern twist. A

VILLA

cuisine

and the warmth of Srilankan hospitality.

and

a

RESORT

collection of six modern townhouses, our hotel
redefines modern travel.

22 | © RETREATSANDVENUES

WELIGAMA,SRI LANKA

CENTRAL PROVINCE,SRI LANKA

© RETREATSANDVENUES |
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RETREAT VENUES

Treehouse Chalets Yoga
12 PEOPLE

8 ROOMS

SABARAGAMUWA,SRI LANKA

50 PEOPLE

FEATURES

10 ROOMS

FEATURES
LEARN MORE

CMB

Our property is a 10 acre jungle that is

Vayu was first set up as a kitesurfing

situated on top of a hill with beautiful

resort but the beauty of the area is now

panoramic views. We have a butterfly

attracting guests from all walks of life.

garden,

star

The birds nesting on our grounds attract

glazing, natural rock pool and a fully

birdwatchers from all over the world and

organic farm within our property. We

the pristine nature and remoteness of our

offer

local

resort makes it the perfect destination for

village tour, waterfall hiking, local cooking

anyone wanting to disconnect from the

classes, tea experience to name a few.

business of the everyday hustle and

bird

free

watching,

experiences

wildlife,

such

as

Our Retreat also consist of multiple areas
for yoga that offers different scenic views
to maximize your experience.

Welikande Yoga Retreats
30 PEOPLE

20 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

CMB

RETREAT CENTER

Vayu Mannar

ECO VILLAGE

reconnect with their deeper self.

NORTHERN PROVINCE,SRI LANKA

Galapita Eco Lodge
16 PEOPLE

FEATURES

5 ROOMS

FEATURES

LEARN MORE

CMB

LEARN MORE

CMB

Located in the Knuckles Mountain Range in

Galapita means “on a rock”. One look

Sri Lanka, our retreat center is surrounded

at the location and the name explains

by beautiful green mountains - the ideal

itself. The forest canopy here is rich

place to reconnect to yourself and nature.

in exotic, birds orchids and wild life.
Sensitively designed thatched pavilions on

RETREAT CENTER
CENTRAL PROVINCE,SRI LANKA
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Simply relax and enjoy exploring the

the “rocky Island”, across the suspension

stunning nature surrounding us by joining

bridge,

provide

our

other

facilities,

many

hikes

including,

waterfall

trekking, visit to nearby Buddhist temple,
silent meditation walks, and much more.

ECO VILLAGE
UVA PROVINCE,SRI LANKA

intimate

contact

accommodation
while
with

and

maintaining
the

nature.

We at Galapita, also host a award winning
Herbal Mineral and Ayurvedic spa.

© RETREATSANDVENUES |
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RETREAT VENUES

Highbury Colombo

Halala Kanda Estate
12 PEOPLE

7 ROOMS

25 PEOPLE

LEARN MORE

CMB

CMB

We welcome you to our hidden oasis located in the
heart of Colombo in a large tropical green garden which
attracts rare birds and animals looking for its environment
to nest and forage. Highbury Colombo is a colonial
bungalow, built in a semi modernist manner with a blend
of rustic architecture. This sustainable tourism facility is
equipped with solar power for its energy requirements
and is also equipped with a zero emission transport
facility. Set amid natural greenery, the stylish apartments
come with a garden view, modern interiors and are also
equipped with a balcony, seating area and a private
bathroom with hot shower facilities. We believe that our
new homely boutique should provide you a tranquil and
restful environment for you. Let us help you in your new
adventure of exploring Sri Lanka while experiencing a Sri
Lankan family experience at Highbury Colombo.

8 PEOPLE

retreat, ideal for creating a unique bespoke
event or vacation. With large flat lawns,
sumptuous rooms, varied open spaces and a
glorious slate pool, it can be formal or relaxed,
serene or fun, romantic or corporate. It is the
perfect backdrop for photography. Set in the
lush plantation hills above Weligama, Halala
BOUTIQUE STYLE HOTEL
WESTERN PROVINCE,SRI LANKA

Wedamadura

no

expense

oasis to relax and recharge, yet is within easy
reach of the pristine southern beaches and the
historic charm of Galle.

80 PEOPLE

LEARN MORE

is

Kanda’s century-old heritage offers a serene

CMB

spared

When

establishing

LEARN MORE

Kitesurfing

Lanka

we

wanted to make a difference and from the

set in five acres of private grounds just

very beginning we did our best to work with

moments from Mirissa’s beaches, restaurants

the community and involve the locals into our

and harbour. This beautifully furnished home

business. Kitesurfing Lanka is all about giving

is an oasis of tranquility in the bustling village

back by providing education and opportunities

and sleeps eight comfortably in one double and

to the youth, employing locals, and by pioneering

three twin airconditioned ensuite rooms. The

in the sustainability department. We have a
VILLA

features a large swimming pool and yoga shala.

tight collaboration with local schools and we are

ECO VILLAGE

involving the community into our sustainability
SOUTHERN PROVINCE,SRI LANKA
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KANANKE,SRI LANKA

40 ROOMS

restoration of a traditional Sri Lankan residence

fully staffed villa comes with a private chef and

VILLA

Kitesurfing Lanka Camp

4 ROOMS

CMB

LEARN MORE

Halala Kanda is a visually stunning private

Siri Wedamadura

Siri

6 ROOMS

projects and educating them on the topic.

NORTH WESTERN PROVINCE,SRI LANKA

© RETREATSANDVENUES |
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RETREAT VENUES

Kalukanda House
8 PEOPLE

4 ROOMS

Villa Sethawadi
CMB

VILLA

22 PEOPLE

FEATURES
LEARN MORE

6 ROOMS

SOUTHERN PROVINCE,SRI LANKA
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LEARN MORE

auspicious Bodhi Tree above, Kalukanda

and the sand spit -a world famous site for Kite

House has a special uplifting energy. People

Surfing. The Villa stands on a 5 acre coconut

have mused that it’s a wonder they haven’t

plantation and consists of a 3 Roomed

built a temple here. Wildlife comes through

Bungalow and 7 individual Superior Chalets

the gardens, shy Langur monkeys, Eagles,

all en-suite, accommodating a total of 22 pax.

Kingfisher and even watching the huge

Two of three rooms in the villa contain Queen

trees sway in the breeze is mesmerising .

sized canopy beds and the other a King sized

Our yoga shala is the perfect spot to work

canopy bed. There is a living and a Dining

meditations or grab a seat for creative
inspirations, reading and journalling.

VILLA

room, a small library and an outdoor infinity

NORTH WESTERN PROVINCE,
SRI LANKA

Pool and a terrace for outdoor dining.

Little Tamarind
13 PEOPLE

FEATURES
CMB

BOUTIQUE NATURE HOTEL

CMB

Villa Sethawadi overlooks the Kalpitiya lagoon

Gitano House
12 PEOPLE

FEATURES

Cradled in an enclave by the coast with an

through sun salutations, stretches and

SOUTHERN PROVINCE,SRI LANKA

10 ROOMS

5 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

FEATURES
CMB

LEARN MORE

Gitano House is nestled in the coastline of

In our Boutique Villa on the south coast of

Southern Sri Lanka, Kabalana. A boutique

Sri Lanka, you are embraced by nature’s

style

rooms,

sights and sounds. A perfect mix of the

queen and twin suite options, swimming

cleanest sandy beaches bounded by

pool, rooftop yoga, lush garden, a pocito

coconut palms and lush unspoiled jungle,

restaurant with fresh and locally sourced

enjoying the unparalleled view of the

produce, open air bathrooms + many more

Indian Ocean from your balcony. Surfing,

spaces to sink into.

snorkeling, and paddling are just a few of

accommodation

with

6

VILLA

the activities we offer our guests.

SOUTHERN PROVINCE,SRI LANKA

© RETREATSANDVENUES |
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On The Rocks
14 PEOPLE

CMB

7 ROOMS

VILLA

Kumu Beach
24 PEOPLE

CMB

10 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

Beneath gently swaying coconut palms on a
SOUTHERN PROVINCE,SRI LANKA

serene boulder-sprinkled seafront sits Kumu
Beach, a contemporary beach hotel in Balapitiya

LEARN MORE

home to 10 indulgent bedrooms, chic living
and dining areas basking in the open air, and

Our beachfront villa near Galle is waiting to

a generous lawn with infinity swimming pool.

be filled with people, conversation and lasting

Balapitiya’s powder-soft beach is footsteps

memories. Let on an exclusive basis, our villa

away, and this exclusive Sri Lanka beach hotel

is ideal for groups of friends, work colleagues

is an enchanting place to relax, unwind, eat well

or families where you have the whole house,

and enjoy personalised, high-end service.
SOUTHERN PROVINCE,SRI LANKA

gardens and outdoor pool all to yourselves. Take
a dip in the shimmering water of the private
pool or relax under the breezy coconut trees
in the garden and catch the most spectacular
sunsets in the evenings.

HOTEL

Into The Blue Sri Lanka
10 PEOPLE

CMB

5 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

With a passion for yoga and surfing, we created
Into The Blue on the south coast, on a lush land
abundant in fruit trees walking distance to the
waves. Wake up to the sound of the singing birds,
practice yoga amongst tropical trees, surf in warm
transparent water in turtle’s bay, experience real,
authentic Sri Lanka in our village and discover its
local culture and spirituality. Between jungle and
ocean, stay in private cottages and choose from

HOTEL

several activities such as yoga, surf, massage,
safari, turtle watching, and much more.

30 | © RETREATSANDVENUES

SOUTHERN PROVINCE,SRI LANKA
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Lunuganga Country Estate
20 PEOPLE

9 ROOMS

42 PEOPLE

FEATURES

SOUTHERN PROVINCE,SRI LANKA

5 ROOMS

The Wallawwa is not your typical Colombo

was nothing more than a derelict rubber

airport hotel. Set in 200-year-old tropical

estate sitting on a promontory in the

gardens just 15-minutes’ drive from Sri

Dedduwa Lake, 2km inland from the

Lanka’s main international gateway, our

Bentota coast. But over the next fifty years,

award-winning

he painstakingly transformed it into one of

house hotel with gourmet food, jungle

the most seductive, passionate pleasure

pool and heavenly spa, carved out of an

gardens of the twentieth century. The

atmospheric 18th-century manor house,

entire estate has been preserved as Bawa

exudes style and serenity. As an alternative

left it at the moment of his death and is
now run as a country house boutique
hotel .

32 | © RETREATSANDVENUES

BOUTIQUE HOTEL
KOTUGODA,SRI LANKA

18-bedroom

country

to hotels in Negombo, The Wallawwa
promises to start or end your Sri Lankan
holiday in style.

Nine Skies
14 PEOPLE

FEATURES

5 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

FEATURES
CMB

LEARN MORE

Masada lies on the bank of the Mahaveli

Promising far-reaching hill country views,

damn

23

our stylishly refurbished five-bedroom tea

Kandy.

bungalow hotel is majestically perched on

Our location in the dry zone provides

a tea-fringed hill near Ella. Dating back to

for a comfortable year round climate.

the colonial era, the bungalow epitomises

Located in the center of the island we are well

its legacy yet indulges discerning guests

placed to visit the cultural sites, and east and

with contemporary facilities and high-end

west coast beaches within a few hours drive.

personalised service – be pampered by our

in

Kilometres

CENTRAL PROVINCE,SRI LANKA

LEARN MORE

When Bawa purchased the site in 1948, it

CMB

VILLA

FEATURES
CMB

Masada Sri-Lanka
10 PEOPLE

18 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

BIA

COUNTRY HOUSE

The Wallawwa

the

town

from

the

of

Teldeniya,

city

of

Our guest rooms are all very different
with antique furniture and fittings. Nearby
activities include trekking in the Knuckles
mountain range, golfing or simply relaxing.

TEA BUNGALOW
UVA,SRI LANKA

butlers, feast on gourmet food and dip into
a garden pool with stunning views across
the valley and famous Demodera Loop.

© RETREATSANDVENUES |
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Cattleya Villa
10 PEOPLE

CMB

Ambalama Sri Lanka
10 PEOPLE

5 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

CMB

4 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

The Villa is designed and themed according

Stunning beachside villa just 10 mins from Galle

to the Cattleya Orchid and its sub-species in

. Four double bedrooms with option to use 3

the same family giving you the feeling of Love

more bedrooms off site (1O mins away) . Superb

and warmth. Built on an acre of pure serenity

cuisine and perfectly balanced design for a

and surrounded by greenery this secluded

secluded retreat in an amazing setting

property allows you to enjoy your holiday in
private solitude. All our rooms open up to the
pool deck and faces the views of our pool and
VILLA

surrounding nature. Located 1km inland from

VILLA

the main Hikkaduwa Beach we are just a 5min
Tuk Tuk ride away from the main town.

SOUTHERN PROVINCE,SRI LANKA

Dots Bay House

Casa Vana Sri Lanka
10 PEOPLE

CMB

SOUTHERN PROVINCE,SRI LANKA

32 PEOPLE

5 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

CMB

8 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

From a strip of jungle to a slice of paradise.

Tucked into the idyllic scoop of coast that is

CasaVana is just 200 m. from one of Sri Lankas

Hiriketiya Bay, Dots Bay House has grown from

best swimming / surfing beaches.

a simple idea into an established part of the
local community. Recognized as one of the
must-stay locations on Sri Lanka’s south coast,
Dots is a lively, creative collective of multi-use
spaces spread across its own little corner of
paradise.
HOTEL
SOUTHERN PROVINCE,SRI LANKA
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HOTEL/HOSTEL
SOUTHERN PROVINCE,SRI LANKA
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Nikara Yala Beach Villas
12 PEOPLE

6 ROOMS

Ulpotha
20 PEOPLE

FEATURES
CMB

11 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

FEATURES
LEARN MORE

CMB

This small, exclusive boutique hotel in

Ulpotha

Kirinda, near Yala National Park, on Sri

community in the jungle heartland of Sri

Lanka’s south coast, is a blissfully indulgent

Lanka, offering guests not only world-class

retreat,

yoga but also traditional Ayurveda healing

promising

superior

comfort,

luxurious facilities and five-star service

is

a

Buddhist

agricultural

in an incomparably beautiful setting as
close to nature as is humanly possible. If
you are looking for an emotional, spiritual
or physical reset, come stay at Ulpotha.
You can walk barefoot in pristine nature

VILLA

RETREAT CENTER

SOUTHERN PROVINCE,SRI LANKA

NORTH WESTERN,SRI LANKA

Anantara Peace Haven Tangalle Resort
304 PEOPLE

152 ROOMS

CMB

RESORT
SOUTHERN PROVINCE,SRI LANKA

our lotus ringed lake, far removed from
stresses of the modern world.

Amuna Ayurveda Retreat
24 PEOPLE

FEATURES

and swim in the silky-smooth waters of

12 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

FEATURES
LEARN MORE

CMB

Anantara Peace Haven Tangalle Resort sits

Immerse yourself in traditional and ancient

on a rocky outcrop on the southern coast of

Ayurveda treatment in Sri Lanka that will

Sri Lanka near the old fort town of Tangalle.

revitalize your mind, body, and soul. Embark on

Golden-hued beach fringed by coconut

your wellness journey with traditional Ayurvedic

palms overlooks the roaring Indian Ocean.

treatments from ancient Sri Lanka. Amuna

Explore the island’s rainforests, pilgrimage

Ayurveda Retreat Sri Lanka has organized some

sites and fishing ports. Dine cliffside,

of the best Ayurveda packages to maintain

embark on surf adventures, or retreat to

the digestive system in a state of balance and

the sanctuary of Anantara Spa with awardwinning Ayurvedic treatments.

ECO VILLAGE
CENTRAL PROVINCE,SRI LANKA

harmony. Includes Panchakarma Treatments
for Detoxification and Rejuvenation, Yoga &
Meditation, Acupuncture Treatments, Weight
Loss, Slimming Programmes, Anti-Ageing, and
other traditional treatments.
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Earthlinks

Bougainvillea Retreat

18 PEOPLE

CMB

22 PEOPLE

10 ROOMS

9 ROOMS

Bougainvillea lies in the picturesque valley
at the Victoria Golf and Country Resort,

Hikkaduwa jungle in the south of Sri Lanka.

surrounded by lush vegetation and water.

Quiet, cozy and homey, you’ll feel so at home

With astounding views of the Knuckles

in our Beautiful colonial-style villa hidden in the

Mountain Range and Victoria Lake, it sets

jungle on the very South of Sri Lanka. Feel free

the unique backdrop for a relaxing break.

to book one of our large, comfortable en suite

With less than 5min walk from the golf

rooms, pitch a tent if you fancy, or simply sleep

resort clubhouse, hidden away as the last

under the stars.

villa on the road, it provides you with the
RETREAT CENTER
SOUTHERN PROVINCE,SRI LANKA

Mamma Shanti House & Yoga
CMB

2 ROOMS

VILLA

perfect balance of a tranquil getaway and

CENTRAL PROVINCE,SRI LANKA

16PEOPLE

7 ROOMS

vicinity of the resort.

FEATURES
LEARN MORE

CMB

LEARN MORE

Green Peace Inn is more than just another
retreat centre, it is a place which offers you

and yoga space, it’s a conscious way of life. We

all kind of tools to find your balance again.

offer a place in nature for people to reset and

We know that life can be challenging

reconnect, to unplug from technology and tap

sometimes, which makes it even harder to

into their inner selves. This is a space for healing,

stay present and in harmony. That’s why

for creativity, for exploration and restoration. We

we genuinely care about helping you to

advocate a slower-paced life, leaving your shoes

find your balance – different meditation &

and concerns at the door, eating with your
hands and drinking in the simple goodness of

the different activities available within the

Green Peace Inn - Yoga | Health | Cafe

Mamma Shanti is more than a guesthouse

BOUTIQUE GUESTHOUSE

Mother Earth.
UVA PROVINCE,SRI LANKA
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LEARN MORE

CMB

LEARN MORE

Our Colonial Villa is located amidst the

4 PEOPLE

FEATURES

RETREAT CENTER
SOUTHERN PROVINCE,SRI LANKA

breathing techniques to calm your mind,
yoga to strengthen your body, and healthy
food to lift your spirits.
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Salt House Hiriketiya
16 PEOPLE

CMB

Samadara Estate
10 PEOPLE

7 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

CMB

5 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

Situated adjacent one of Sri Lanka’s most pristine

Sprouting pineapples, dancing peacocks, the

beaches Salt House features eight rooms, all

smell of the frangipani trees. A villa decorated

which keep you in touch with nature. From

with antique Rajasthani treasures. Drinking fresh

ground floor Air Conditioned to first and second

coconuts. Meditating in the soft amber morning

floor open plan rooms, all feature private patios

jungle light. All that can be heard is the deep

and open air jungle view bathrooms. Access to

rumbling Ommms from the nearby monastery.

the private rooftop lounge area and balcony is

Come join one of our transformational yoga

available to all guests and their friends.

retreats in Sri Lanka where we blend yoga, yoga
HOTEL

therapy, and transformational coaching into a

VILLA

life-changing week of self-discovery.
SOUTHERN PROVINCE,SRI LANKA

Polwaththa Eco Lodges
16 PEOPLE

SOUTHERN PROVINCE,SRI LANKA

Sri Villas Bentota
18 PEOPLE

CMB

LEARN MORE

CMB

9 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

Polwaththa Eco Lodges consists of 15 lodges

Set upon a pristine beach near Bentota, Sri

spread out in a pristine environment, giving you a

Lanka, our luxury holiday villas are the last word

‘Living-in-the-Jungle’ experience. Situated 19km

in comfort and style. The sounds of ocean,

east of Kandy each lodge offers basic comfort

birds, and cicadas pervade. Renowned for

with great views and privacy. Activities include

uninterrupted views of the Indian Ocean, Sri

Yoga, local cooking lessons, a wide choice of

Villas benefits from a broad, naturally evolving

treks through nature, quaint villages, smiling

garden that blends seamlessly from lawn to

faces, rice-fields, tea-plantations, waterfalls,

fine, golden sands stretching for half a kilometer.

rivers, and the famous Knuckles mountains.

ECO LODGE

Community interaction and supporting school
projects provide a rewarding experience.
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Within our private haven, you’ll find three large

VILLA

villas, a very long swimming pool and plenty of
CENTRAL PROVINCE,SRI LANKA

personal space.

SOUTHERN PROVINCE,SRI LANKA
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Camp Poe

Kundala House
12 PEOPLE

FEATURES
LEARN MORE

CMB

RETREAT CENTER
SOUTHERN PROVINCE,SRI LANKA

Hiding amongst 5.000 mt2 of lush garden,

with art and music workshops. We are

Kundala

based in the tropical paradise of Sri Lanka

exclusive self- contained eco studios, each

on the south coast in Ahangama. We are

one designed under bioclimatic standards,

within a walking distance from some of the

fully equipped kitchen, bathroom, living

best surf breaks in Sri Lanka which work

area and spectacular veranda with views to

consistently from November to the end of

the secluded garden. It can accommodate

April. Our wide range of accommodation

between eight to twelve guests between

options

the three studios and the main house,

allows

for

everyone

to

find

what they are looking for - from dorm
accommodation to luxury private rooms.

RESORT

House

comprises

of

three

which makes it an ideal setting for retreats

SOUTHERN PROVINCE,SRI LANKA

or other types of events.

Weligama Surf Yoga Retreat
CMB
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LEARN MORE

Camp Poe is a unique surf and yoga retreat

8 PEOPLE

FEATURES

SOUTHERN PROVINCE,SRI LANKA

FEATURES
CMB

Villa De Zoysa

RETREAT CENTER

3 ROOMS

3 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

FEATURES
CMB

LEARN MORE

An ancestral home where the time stands

Located in the center of the south Sri

still. A majestic 100-year-old home on the

Lanka surf scene, Weligama Beach is a

southwest coast, steep in history and

paradise for new and experienced surfers

charm is the unmatched yoga retreat in

alike. While tourism scene is expanding,

Sri Lanka. All of the rooms are beautifully

Weligama still has a great vibe with friendly

designed and keeping with the theme and

locals who embrace visitors and love to

style of the rest of the house are furnished

show off their culture. With great healthy

with period antiques. In Villa de Zoysa each

food, beautiful beaches, unlimited surfing

room benefits from views overlooking the
luscious garden with the breeze traveling
up from the ocean.

VILLA
SOUTHERN PROVINCE,SRI LANKA

in every direction, plus other activities like
SUP trips, diving, wildlife safaris, and so
much yoga, Weligama is the perfect base
for your Sri Lankan adventures!
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Villa Bisava
14 PEOPLE

CMB

Villa Amma Erna
10 PEOPLE

5 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

CMB

3 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

With its stunning colonial architecture and

Our villa is the perfect getaway from the hustle

stylish bohemian-inspired interior, this five-

and bustle of the city life and yet it is only five

bedroom villa in Kandy is the perfect retreat

to ten minutes away from where the action is.

for a family or a group of friends looking to

In every season of the year you can enjoy the

explore this beautiful corner of Sri Lanka. Bisava

architecture, the nature, the tranquility and

translates as ‘queen’ in the Sinhalese language.

not to mention the sun. This three-bedroom

Its lovely outdoor pool, lush tropical gardens,

villa with private pool provides the perfect

and gorgeous panoramic views will definitely

balance between a romantic ambience, serene

make you feel like pampered royalty.

VILLA

VILLA

surroundings and exclusive privacy.

KANDY DISTRICT,SRI LANKA

Richard’s Cabanas

Thotalagala
14 PEOPLE

CMB

GALLE,SRI LANKA

10 PEOPLE

7 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

HRI

5 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

Thotalagala is a planters bungalow which has

Richards Cabanas is located amidst calming

been revived to its former glory, with seven

greenery and peaceful natural surroundings.

themed suites based on personalities that

It features an outdoor swimming pool and

shaped the history of the Uva province, one of

provides complimentary parking and free WiFi.

the foremost tea growing regions in Sri Lanka,
the finest tea growing region in the world. The
seven suites represent the epitome of colonial
luxury. This is also a working estate and guests
will be able to immerse themselves into the

LUXURY BOUTIQUE HOTEL

VILLA

traditional lifestyle of a tea planter.
HAPUTALE,SRI LANKA
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De Moda Boutique Hotel
8 ROOMS

Kuwera Eco Lodge
18 PEOPLE

FEATURES

7 ROOMS

FEATURES
CMB

LEARN MORE

CMB

LEARN MORE

Kuwera Eco Lodge lies in a strategic

Sited in the Historic Fort City of Galle on

position to start visiting the main sites of

the South Coast of the Sri Lanka. de Moda
is a luxury hotel featuring luxury rooms and

the cultural triangle, the most important

luxury suites, an outdoor pool, a restaurant,

of Sri Lanka, which still hold invaluable

a rooftop bar and an open kitchen.

relics. Hotel near Sigiriya dedicated to
people who want to live in close contact
with the daily life of Sri Lankan rural village.
Our bungalows, built in the village of
ECO VILLAGE

HOTEL

CENTRAL PROVINCE,SRI LANKA

SOUTHERN PROVINCE,SRI LANKA

Handun Villas
25 PEOPLE

12 ROOMS

TALALLA SOUTH,SRI LANKA
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in the countryside close to Sigiriya, taking
advantage of services that make your stay
very special.

Auraliya Villa
12 PEOPLE

FEATURES

6 ROOMS

FEATURES

LEARN MORE

BIA

VILLA

Udawalayagama, allows our guests to stay

CMB

LEARN MORE

Amidst the serene sound of the sea, the

Auraliya is a private villa designed as a

soothing scent of sandalwood, and the

haven for family & friends.

enchantment of a 120-year old colonial

gates provide direct access to one of the

manor. For the serene holiday seeker,

prettiest, safest beaches on the South

Handun

beach

West Coast boasting a protective natural

getaway as it’s situated at a scenic natural

reef. 2 pavilions sit either side of the

bay in Talalla, Sri Lanka. Based around an

cruciform swimming pool designed for

ancient walawwa (colonial manor), this

toddlers and adults alike. A third pavilion

Villas

is

the

perfect

charming villa was built in 1895, and has
been restored to its original glory

VILLA
TALPE,SRI LANKA

Two beach

overlooks the sea. The Villa comprises six
double bedrooms and comfortably sleeps
12.
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Lanka Aqua Villas
CMB

The Woodlands Resort Hikkaduwa
10 PEOPLE

3 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

2 ROOMS

CMB

LEARN MORE

A distinctly unique riverside destination, where

This is a beautiful home with carved windows,

extraordinary architecture rich with history

in the village and almost in the jungle, with a

enhanced by urban influence sit right at water’s

kitchen and bath. The house has two bedrooms.

edge, where art, music, experience, creativity,

To the ocean and beaches-10 minutes walk.

and revival seamlessly blend. Whether you are

This is an opportunity to listen in the mornings

hosting a public, corporate or private function,

- crazy bird singing and screaming baboons

whatever the theme, this exceptional locale will

somewhere far away in the woods, hear the

wow your guests for an event that all will be

children sing the anthem before school and
VILLA

sure to remember!

singing in the temple, in the evenings - singing

RESORT

cicadas.
WESTERN,SRI LANKA

Villa Sarakkuwa

Jasper House
CMB

SOUTHERN PROVINCE,SRI LANKA

8 PEOPLE

4 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

3 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

CMB

Jasper House is located in the Southern coastal

Hidden

away

amidst

Negombo’s

myriad

area near to the famous “Horseshoe bay”. We

shades of green, Villa Sarakkuwa guarantees

have 12 rooms in total. There is a beautiful yoga

a truly magical experience. We call upon all

shala on-site next to the swimming pool. We

those island-life lovers to come enjoy the

have a restaurant on the top floor. We can cater

golden coastline of Negombo and the simply

the yoga friendly food too.

breathtaking view of the sleepy lagoon. With
a swimming pool in the middle of a one acre
land, lush coconut trees swaying and in the far
RESORT

background old fashioned fishermen pulling in

VILLA

their days catch, it’s truly a picture worth a stay.
SOUTHERN PROVINCE,SRI LANKA
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WESTERN PROVINCE,SRI LANKA
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Nisala Arana Boutique Hotel
30 PEOPLE

7 ROOMS

30 PEOPLE

FEATURES

5 ROOMS

The Nuga House built around the Nuga

amidst

spacious

Tree. The Nuga House is a unique boutique

tropical gardens, minutes from the beach.

hotel in the heart of Kabalana Beach - one

The Doctor’s House, Coconut & Mango

of the most sought after surfing spots in all

Villas offer seven beautifully appointed

Sri Lanka. The Nuga House has been built

Colonial

The

around the Holy Nuga Tree, a beautiful

freshwater pool, yoga inspired gardens

creation of Mother Earth that encompasses

and

delicious

the calming and empowering spirit of

cuisine is accompanied by fine wines,

yoga, surfing, and wellbeing. All travelers

lush

greenery

style

open

and

bedroom

pavilion

suites.

where

discoveries in Sri Lanka.

GALLE DISTRICT,SRI LANKA
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RETREAT CENTER
AHANGAMA,SRI LANKA

that come to witness the vibrations of this
place share

Uga Chena Huts
43 PEOPLE

FEATURES

14 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

BIA

VILLA

LEARN MORE

Nisala Arana, a luxury boutique hotel

Villa 700
14 PEOPLE

FEATURES
CMB

makes this hotel one of the finest

SOUTHERN PROVINCE,SRI LANKA

15 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

CMB

VILLA

The Nuga House

FEATURES
CMB

LEARN MORE

On an un-crowded and unspoilt beach in

The first boutique hotel in Yala, an area

Sri Lanka’s Southwest Coast, Villa 700 is

world renowned for sightings of the Sri

the picture-perfect little space of privacy

Lankan leopard and a spectacular array

and seclusion – it’s like having your very

of wildlife, Chena huts boasts of detached

own piece of private paradise. This villa

cabins each with private plunge pools,

features five bedrooms and serves up

climate-controlled living spaces, a soothing

undoubtedly the best Sri Lankan food.

spa and dining facilities with stunning

Villa 700 is one of a kind that creates

ocean views.

feelings

of

tranquility,

relaxation in tropical bliss.

seclusion,

and

RESORT
YALA NATIONAL PARK,SRI LANKA
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Tri
30 PEOPLE

BIA

Sky Lodge Kandy
14 PEOPLE

11 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

CMB

7 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

Tri is the first truly contemporary sustainable

Skylodge kandy is an excellent venue for

luxury design boutique hotel in Sri Lanka. Not

relaxation with the best mountain views and

far from Galle Fort, on the shores of Koggala

beautiful sunsets. The fresh mountain air with

Lake (Sri Lanka’s largest natural lake) and within

sound of only wind and birds singing is the ideal

easy reach of the best beaches in the south, 11

place to unwind and relax. The clean comfortable

suites spiral a six-acre hill of outstanding natural

rooms and freshly cooked delicious meals with

beauty. Ecotourism has never been so inspiring.

fresh tropical fruits and vegitables sourced from

Guided by nature, evolved with aesthetic

the local area to appease all senses. All this

passion, and fortified by an all-encompassi

HOTEL

within just 30 minutes from the City centre

KOGGALA,SRI LANKA

CMB

KANDY,SRI LANKA

W15 Escape Ahangam

Mamma Mia Mirissa
24 PEOPLE

18 PEOPLE

11 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

CMB

8 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

Relaxed, airy and stylish (Skandinavian meets

W15 Escape offers you elegantly decorated

Sri Lankan style) brand new guest house in

in white and silver, bright air-conditioned

Mirissa overlooking the harbour and Weligama

rooms with lovely stylish interior. W15 Escape

Bay. 10 double rooms and 1 twin/family room

is regarded as the leading spot in Ahangama

all with an ocean view. Located in a really calm

for stylish high season celebrations and special

part of an otherwise vibrant village, yet in easy

one-off guest appearances from top producers

walking distance of the main local restaurants

and DJ’s. W15 Escape is one of the most desired

and shops. Large rooftop terrace with polished

dining locations at Ahangama. The hotel serves

concrete floor, overlooking the sea view. Large

HOTEL

kitchen and dining space (which can also be
used for yoga in case of rain
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HOTEL

mouthwatering international cuisine with a Sri

RESORT

Lankan twist.
SRI LANKA

PRINCIPALITY OF RUHUNA,SRI LANKA
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THE SALTY PELICAN YOGA & SURF RETREAT

The Salty Pelican Yoga & Surf Retreat
40 PEOPLE

CMB

8 ROOMS

VILLA

SOUTHERN PROVINCE,SRI LANKA
LEARN MORE

The Salty Pelican is a lifestyle, a place where like
minded new friends connect, eat great food
and practice daily yoga… We are a big family
who is very fortunate to receive guests visiting
from all over the world. We love what we do
here, employ people who thoroughly enjoy
their jobs and who are brilliant at motivating
our guests to try something new that excites
them the most, like learning how to surf.

BOOK YOUR PERFECT RETREAT VENUE
Choose from a 1000+ venues vetted by our community of over 750 retreat leaders.

FIND A VENUE

retreatsandvenues.com
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